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PREFACE

QUALITY AS A MATTER
OF CONVICTION

From our own experience in the world’s crisis regions we appreciate the importance of being able to rely on one’s equipment.
During his active service with a special unit of the Bundeswehr,
company founder Josef Sixt decided to improve his equipment
for his personal requirements – with considerable success. Today, Lindnerhof is one of the most sought-after suppliers of law
enforcement and military units.
For us quality is not only a sales argument; it is part of our philosophy, according to which we constantly scrutinize and optimize
every single product.
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COMPANY

MADE LOCALLY
FOR A GLOBAL MISSION

The medium-sized company with headquarters in Lenggries manufactures on its own premises and in certified EU production facilities.
Strict quality controls and precisely defined workflows ensure that
Lindnerhof products are among the most robust items of equipment
available anywhere on the global market.
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PRODUCT RANGE

PLATE CARRIERS AND
PERSONAL ARMOR

CHEST RIGS AND BELTS

AMMUNITION AND
ACCESSORY POUCHES

The outstanding attributes of our plate and armor carriers are
maximum protection and functional design. Innovations such
as the quick-release system make vest handling easier and
safer. In addition, modular expandability enables the user to
configure his gear individually.

In the field of tactical carrying equipment we produce modular chest rigs and belts for a wide range of applications.
The chest rigs of the Light series can be coupled with plate
and armor carriers to form a combined unit and, depending
on the mission, effectively supplemented.

Besides ammunition pouches, the product range includes
medic pouches, grenade pouches, GPS pouches and dump
pouches. Always designed for reliable handling under real
conditions, the pouches can be quickly attached by modular
design to chest rigs, plate carriers and armor carriers.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A HEAD START IN DEVELOPMENT

We strive to fulfil the needs of our customers even better. Research and development take place on our own premises and
in cooperation with experts.
In addition to patents such as the quick-release-system, new
research results are regularly achieved, such as the Hybrid
Laminate. The innovative material enables the manufacture of
ultra-light and hardwearing products
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PRODUCTION

PERFECTION IN EVERY DETAIL

At Lindnerhof you buy more than an item of tactical equipment.
Each product has its own, individual story. Our prototypes are
hand-made, always designed to provide the best possible support to officers on duty.
Utmost precision is the overriding principle upon which all
workflows at Lindnerhof are based. A highly qualified team
of employees offers the necessary backing to ensure that all
manufacturing processes are efficiently and carefully managed.
Needlework for the CAD-based designs and developments is
performed by subcontractors in the EU that have been certified
to ISO 9001.
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AREA OF USE

MILITARY
The operational experience of the Lindnerhof founders forms
the basis for tactical equipment that incorporates an impressive range of innovative functions. Practice-oriented developments, such as the releasable plate carrier or Multi Caliber
Pouch, are the product of many years of experience in the
tactical field.
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AREA OF USE

POLICE
Our products satisfy all demands for daily use by police and
security guards. From the armor carrier to rigger belts and
radio pouches, we offer a broad product range that is optimally geared to the needs of armed forces and gives the
wearer full control of his gear.
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AREA OF USE

INDUSTRY
In cooperation with our customers, we develope specific solutions
in the textile segment that go beyond police and military operations.
Many companies in the defense industry draw on our experience.
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CUSTOMER BENEFITS

SECURITY YOU CAN
DEPEND ON
The advanced product design and extreme durability of the
materials used give our customers the peace of mind that
they can always depend on their equipment. Thanks to the
closed development and production chain, the individual lines
of gear can be flexibly coordinated.
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CONTACT

TALK TO US.
WE LOVE TO HELP.
Lindnerhof-Taktik GmbH
Isarring 3
83661 Lenggries
Fon: +49 (0)8042-50 390-0
Fax: +49 (0)8042-50 390-99
Mail: info@lindnerhof-taktik.de
www.lindnerhof-taktik.de
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